How To Use A SpaTap
Different Bottles For Different Uses
The Tap & The Power Shower
The different sizes & materials of bottles (Hard/soft plastic, glass, metal) will dispense different
water flows from SpaTap. Select the perfect bottle for your requirements.
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Open Bung For
free flow Tap.
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Squeeze the
SpaTap with the
bung in to release
the minimal amount
of water perfect for a
hand rinse or wash.
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Soft plastic bottles with the
bung in, tend to implode &
force water out faster &
under greater pressure they
are excellent for showering.
The water normally comes
to a stop when the bottle
has imploded & crumpled.
To start the flow again
simply open the bung.
Hard plastic Military
canteens, 1-litre soft drink
bottles & metal bottles are
excellent if you require the
tap mode for hand washing,
food or wound cleaning &
when water is scarce &
needs to be conserved.

A 15-litre big bottle is
perfect for washing the
hands of 300 children at a
school camp or in a disaster
situation as it will empty over 2hrs 36mins, a 600ml bottle is good for washing the dog's
paws clean of mud before he gets in the car. 1.25 litre bottles are great for camping, hand
washing, toothbrushing, washing up, food cleaning and cooling down and taking to the beach
or for barbecues. There are 3 different size inner flangers that will attach to 99% of bottles.
Select the correct bottle for your situation & needs. Have Fun finding your bottle.
SpaTap is UV stable, but plastic Soft drink bottles left in direct sun for over an hour tend to
expand and contract, causing small leakage or drips, simply hang your SpaTap and bottle in
the Shade to avoid this. Heat the bottle in the sun separately for solar hot water.
Visit: www.spatap.com for videos & Info

